
Fresh white wine with pronounced floral aroma of muscat, captivates with its fruity

sweetness and pleasant spiciness, providing a refreshing experience in every sip.

SAINT LAURENT MUSCAT OTTONEL   32 €

WINE LIST

Dvorac Jurjevec

Dry white wine with a distinctly refreshing character captivates with its harmonious

blend of citrus notes and delicate floral aromas.

SAINT LAURENT GRAŠEVINA (WELSH RIESLING)  25€

SAINT LAURENT GRAŠEVINA (WELSH RIESLING) PREMIUM   34 €

An intensely white wine with characteristic aromas of ripe lychee, freshly mown grass,

and juicy acidity exudes elegance and perfection in every sip.

SAINT LAURENT SAUVIGNON BLANC   32 €

Fresh white wine with a fruity character of pear and peach captivates with its subtle

creaminess and refreshing note in every sip.

SAINT LAURENT PINOT GRIS   35 €

An elegant white wine with refreshing acidity, enchanting with fruity notes of green

apple, citrus, and subtle tones of white flowers, providing a sophisticated and long-

lasting harmony on the palate.

SAINT LAURENT RHEIN RIESLING   35 €

Rich white wine with a focus on butter, vanilla, and fruity notes of pineapple and peach.

SAINT LAURENT CHARDONNAY   32 €

WHITE WINES

Est 1862
In Gustu, Contemplat

io 

Fresh white wine with intense floral notes of muscat, enriched with fruity tones of peach

and citrus, creating a refreshing impression in every sip.

VINA TOPOLOVĆAN YELLOW MUSCAT   34 €

Fine white wine with delicate fruity aromas of apple and pear, accompanied by

refreshing acidity and subtle minerality, making each sip a pleasure in balance.

VINA TOPOLOVĆAN WHITE PINOT   34 €

An indigenous Croatian wine variety, often recognized for its light color, refreshing fruity

aromas, and mild acidity.

VINA MIKŠA ŠKRLET   32 €



MOËT & CHANDON IMPÉRIAL BRUT   250 €

WINE LIST

Dvorac Jurjevec

A rare red wine from Croatia, characterized by a deep dark color, complex aromas of ripe

black fruit, spices, and velvety tannins.

SAINT LAURENT LOVRIJENAC   47 €

Known for its light ruby color, delicate aromas of red fruit, floral nuances, with
pronounced freshness and a fine tannin structure.

VINA TOPOLOVĆAN CRNI PINOT   32 €

With a dark color, aromas of black fruit and spices, and a full body with strong tannins, it

offers a powerful wine experience for lovers of robust red wines.

KORLAT SYRAH   56 €

With a soft ruby color, aromas of red fruit and vanilla, it provides a balanced experience

with gentle tannins, ideal for enthusiasts of easy-drinking red wines.

KORLAT MERLOT   56 €

Plavac Mali, an indigenous Croatian variety, offers a powerful wine experience with a

deep color, intense notes of black fruit, and pronounced tannins, representing the

authenticity and strength of Dalmatian wines.

PLAVAC MALI   34 €

RED WINES

Est 1862
In Gustu, Contemplat

io 

MOËT & CHANDON IMPERIAL BRUT ROSÉ   250 €

VINA TOPOLOVĆAN YELLOW MUSCAT  8 €

CHAMPAGNE

WINES BY THE GLASS

SAINT LAURENT GRAŠEVINA (WELSH RIESLING)  7 €

PLAVAC MALI   7 €


